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Proposers are affiliates of the owners of the Minnesota Vikings and submit 
this Project Narrative in support of our application for preliminary planned 
development and preliminary subdivision approvals (“Application”) for our 
development project in Northeast Eagan (“Northeast Eagan Development”). 
The Project site consists of approximately 195 acres located south of 
Interstate 494 on O’Neill Drive between Lone Oak Road and Ames Crossing 
Road (“Site”) (TAB 1). Northwest Parkway bisects the Site from East to 
West.  

Delta Airlines, Inc. formerly owned approximately 186 acres of the Site 
(“Delta Parcel”). Eagan Heights, LLC formerly owned approximately 9 acres 
in the Northeast corner of the Site (“Eagan Heights Parcel”). Delta Airlines 
sold the Delta Parcel to OP4 Eagan, L.L.C., in June, 2015. OP4 Eagan, L.L.C. 
conveyed Lot 1, Block 1, Lone Oak Second Addition, a part of the Delta 
Parcel, to Proposers Sheldon Road Associates, L.L.C., M Land, LLC and 
Eagan V, LLC, as tenants-in-common, on January 19, 2016 and conveyed 
the remainder of the Delta Parcel to Proposer MV Eagan Ventures, LLC on 
January 19, 2016. Eagan Heights, LLC conveyed the Eagan Heights Parcel to 
Proposer MV Eagan Ventures, LLC on February 18, 2016. After the Site is 
subdivided, Proposer MV Eagan Ventures intends to convey the parcel 
depicted on TAB 2 (“Vikings Parcel”) to Minnesota Vikings Football, LLC 
(“Vikings”).  

Please see TAB 3 for a depiction of the Project Master Plan. We desire to 
develop the Vikings Parcel into a new headquarters and practice facility for 
the Minnesota Vikings as the first phase of a multi-phased mixed-use 
development on the Site. In the first phase, we propose to develop a 
headquarters office building, together with an indoor practice facility for the 
Vikings, three or four outdoor practice fields and a 5,000-6,000 seat stadium 
(expandable to 10,000 seats) with related site improvements and amenities, 
all as described in greater detail in Section IV of this Project Narrative 
(“Vikings’ Headquarters”). We plan to develop the remainder of the Site with 
a mix of additional uses such as Class “A” office, medical office/clinic, retail, 
hospitality, conference center and multifamily residential uses over an 
approximately 15-year development timeline (collectively, “Future Phases” 
and, together with the Vikings’ Headquarters and construction of related Site 
infrastructure, the “Project”). 

We are asking the City of Eagan to approve our Application for the Project 
and for the Vikings’ Headquarters. Upon receipt of these preliminary 
entitlements, we will ask the City to approve final entitlements for the 
Vikings’ Headquarters in order to permit us to commence site grading and 
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excavation activities and eventual construction of the Vikings’ Headquarters. 
We intend to submit applications for final entitlements for Future Phases 
when market conditions support development of additional Phases.  

 

We are submitting this Project Narrative together with a separate Design 
Guidelines Manual in support of the Application. We have separated these 
documents because they have different purposes. This Project Narrative 
describes the Project and how it will fit and work—land use considerations; 
compatibility of the Project with surrounding areas, the environment and 
infrastructure; platting and subdivision descriptions; Project phasing and 
density; deviations from Code and our requests for certain considerations; 
as well as parking and traffic management plans for the Project and Project 
uses. 

The Design Guidelines Manual focuses on the feel of the Project. The Design 
Guidelines set the basic parameters, describe design preferences and 
illustrate the design intent of the Project. As described in greater detail in 
the Design Guidelines, we intend to divide the Site into seven distinct 
districts, primarily based on use, each of which will have unique 
characteristics. The architectural guidelines included in the Design Guidelines 
Manual provide an architectural framework to ensure high quality buildings 
in each district and their compatibility with buildings in other districts and 
the overall Project. The architectural guidelines define the overarching 
characteristics of each district to establish a coherent but distinctive 
environment within each district. 

In addition to the architectural guidelines, the Design Guidelines Manual 
describes and depicts the following: 

• Our commitment to sustainable infrastructure, including regional 
storm water management, grading and erosion control, wetland 
preservation, tree preservation and water resources. 
 

• Our commitment to the public realm, including Site landscape; 
pedestrian and bicycle trails; public spaces such as open spaces and 
plazas; and other Project materials, furnishings and amenities. 

 
• Street and roadway guidelines and how the street system, 

intersections and traffic circles will look and function. 
 

• Lighting and signage guidelines and plans. 
 

II. PROJECT NARRATIVE/DESIGN GUIDELINES MANUAL 
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In short, this Project Narrative describes what the Design Guidelines will 
bring to life. 
 

  
A. Comprehensive Plan and Zoning. 

1. Existing Conditions. 

Current Comprehensive Plan guidance for the Eagan Heights Parcel 
and a majority of the Delta Parcel is “SA/MO” (Special Area/Major 
Office). A majority of the Delta Parcel is zoned “PD” (Planned 
Development) but approximately 35.5 acres in the Northwest part of 
the Delta Parcel is guided and zoned “A” (Agricultural) (shown as “not 
assigned” on TAB 4). The Delta Parcel is currently subject to a 
Planned Development Agreement dated May 7, 1985, between the City 
and Laukka-Beck Eagan, as amended by Amendment to Planned 
Development Agreement Lone Oak 3rd Addition dated September 21, 
2010, between the City and Delta Airlines, Inc.  

The current Comprehensive Plan permits development of up to 
1,270,000 square feet of office space on the Site. According to City 
Planner Mike Ridley, if the area guided and designated as “A” were re-
guided to “SA/MO” and rezoned to “PD” to be consistent with its 
surrounding area and then developed at the 40% coverage ratio 
permitted by City Code, that area would support 619,000 square feet 
of additional office space. Therefore, including this area, a total of 
1,889,000 square feet of office space may be developed on the Site 
under the current Comprehensive Plan (TAB 4).  

2. Comprehensive Plan Amendment/Rezoning. 

On October 6, 2015, MVZ Ventures, LLC, an affiliate of the Proposers, 
asked the City to amend the City’s Comprehensive Plan and zoning to 
change future land use of the Site from “SA/MO” to “SA/Mixed Use” 
(Special Area/Mixed Use) to permit the proposed Project land uses. 
The Eagan City Council unanimously passed a motion directing City 
staff to submit a Comprehensive Guide Plan Amendment to the 
Metropolitan Council requesting the land use guidance change. The 
Comprehensive Plan Amendment was sent to the Metropolitan Council 
for review but the Metropolitan Council will not act on the proposed 
Amendment until it completes its review of a transportation analysis. 
We and the City recently completed a Draft Alternative Urban Area 
Review of the Project (“AUAR”) that includes a Traffic Impact Study 
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(“TIS”) and published the Draft AUAR in the EQB Monitor on March 14, 
2015. The Metropolitan Council will review the TIS as part of the AUAR 
review process. Assuming the Metropolitan Council approves the 
proposed Comprehensive Plan Amendment, the City may then formally 
approve our Comprehensive Plan Amendment application and rezone 
the Site. 

B. Land Uses. 

The only improvements on the Site are two buildings that were constructed 
between 1985 and 1987. The first is a 273,500 square foot office building 
that Delta used as its headquarters office building. This building is served by 
a 1,322 stall surface parking lot. The second building is a 278,000 square 
foot office building that is served by a 438 stall surface parking lot. Delta 
used this building for flight simulator and other pilot training (TAB 5). Both 
buildings have been vacant for over three years and, while functional, will 
require substantial investment to re-occupy. The simulator training building 
is a specialized office use and we believe it is not economically feasible to 
convert it to multi-tenant office use. The former Delta headquarters building 
was built specifically for Delta and we believe it is also not feasible to 
convert this building to multi-tenant office use. 

Relying on our own experience and the opinions of local market experts after 
considering the age of the existing buildings and other available office 
development sites and existing buildings in the Twin Cities Metropolitan 
Area, we do not anticipate securing a single tenant to occupy one or both of 
these vacant buildings in the near future, if ever. These buildings will 
continue to age over time and will require additional investment to prevent 
further deterioration. Therefore, while we may permit these buildings to be 
used for periods of time to offset carrying costs, we do not intend at this 
time to maintain these buildings long term. At this time, we intend to 
develop new office buildings as part of the Project to replace the existing 
buildings with modern, functional space. The Vikings’ Headquarters will be 
the anchor for the Site as a major corporate headquarters office location in 
Eagan.  

C. Surrounding Land Uses Within 660’. 

The aerial photograph attached at TAB 5 shows land uses within 660’ of the 
Site. These uses primarily consist of office, educational/religious (Trinity 
School and Church), flex, light industrial and warehouse, together with 
unimproved land. With the exception of a parcel zoned “A” located southeast 
of the Site, surrounding land uses are “PD” or “BP” (Business Park). There 
are three residences within 660’ of the Site at the west end of O’Neill Drive. 
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This Section of the Project Narrative will summarize and describe the Project 
and proposed Project phasing and describe certain aspects of the Project 
that the Project Plans and Design Guidelines do not reflect. The density and 
timing of Future Phases after development of the Vikings’ Headquarters is 
market dependent. 

The Site features rolling topography, numerous wetlands and trees and 
other natural amenities. We have refined and improved our Master Plan for 
the Site after submitting our original Concept Plan in connection with our 
Comprehensive Plan Amendment application (“Concept Plan”) to depict our 
new vision for the Site. Stated simply, our new vision takes better 
advantage of the Site’s natural features and makes them more accessible, 
preserves more trees, better preserves the wetlands as accessible natural 
areas and viewsheds and mitigates noise and light impacts that may be 
produced by Project uses. This Project is now better connected to the Site, 
uses the Site more efficiently and the Vikings’ Headquarters will allow the 
Vikings to be better connected to the community. It will also enable the 
Vikings to improve, amplify and expand their community and youth outreach 
goals from the Vikings’ Headquarters in ways they may not be able to 
achieve with their current training facility. The Site presents a rare 
opportunity to us, the City of Eagan and the Twin Cities Metropolitan Area to 
create an international destination. 

A. Vikings’ Headquarters (2016-2018). 

1. Owner/Developer. 

a. Current Owner: MV Eagan Ventures, LLC 

b. Eventual Owner/Developer: Minnesota Vikings 
Football, LLC 

2. Description. 

The Vikings’ Headquarters is the centerpiece of the Project. The 
Vikings’ Headquarters will be unlike any other project in the Twin 
Cities Metropolitan Area and it will make Eagan one of only 32 cities in 
the country that can call itself the headquarters of a National Football 
League franchise. The Vikings’ Headquarters will be the “anchor 
tenant” of the Project that will help attract users, tenants, residents, 
visitors and business partners to the Site and make the Project special. 
The Vikings will be the magnet that attracts people to and binds the 

IV. PROPOSED PLANNED DEVELOPMENT 
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Project. The Vikings’ Headquarters consists of the following 
improvements illustrated at TAB 6: 

a. Class “A” Office Building. The Vikings desire to 
consolidate employees currently occupying three separate office 
buildings in Eden Prairie, Bloomington and Minneapolis into a 
three level, 165,000 (expandable to 240,000) square foot 
headquarters office building to improve operating efficiencies. 
This building will be home to Vikings’ executives, staff and 
administration and will also include the following: (i) The Vikings 
Entertainment Network television studio; (ii) locker rooms for 
players and coaches, (iii) full-service commercial kitchen and 
dining area for players, coaches and staff; (iv) weight training 
facility; (v) hydrotherapy and team medical, training and 
physical therapy facilities; (vi) players’ and coaches’ lounge 
facilities; (vii) film rooms and a 200 seat auditorium/theater for 
team use; and (viii) other uses ancillary to those uses. A 74 stall 
surface parking lot accessed from Northwest Parkway provides 
visitor and ADA parking for the office building and a separate 
254 stall surface parking lot accessed from O’Neill Drive provides 
restricted staff parking. The Vikings will bring approximately 175 
new employees to Eagan (exclusive of players). 

b. Indoor Practice Facility (“IPF”). Adjacent to and north 
of the office building is a 91,000 square foot, 110 – 125 foot tall 
indoor practice facility for the Vikings. The IPF will be 
architecturally designed, have a full-sized artificial turf football 
field and a 95 foot clear height to permit punting practice. A 169 
stall surface parking lot adjacent to the IPF and accessed from 
O’Neill Drive provides restricted player and coach parking for the 
IPF and office building. The parking lot may have canopies to 
protect vehicles and will be connected to the headquarters office 
building to permit unobstructed access between the buildings. 

c. Outdoor Practice Fields. To the west of the office 
building and IPF is a flat natural grass area to be used by the 
Vikings as an outdoor practice area. This area can be striped in 
various configurations to permit up to four full-sized football 
fields. One or possibly two of the fields will be improved with a 
field heating system to permit cold weather outdoor practice. 
Adjacent to the fields is a 12,000 square foot manufactured field 
maintenance building that will house field maintenance 
equipment and personnel. Between the fields and Northwest 
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Parkway is a bermed area to provide a location for temporary 
structures such as tents, kiosks and temporary bleacher seating. 

d. Stadium. Between the office building and Northwest 
Parkway is an outdoor lighted stadium with seating for 5,000-
6,000 (expandable to 10,000) fans. As shown in detail in the 
Project Plans and images at TAB 6, the stadium takes advantage 
of site topography and is partially sunken to temper noise and 
light impacts. Fans will enter the stadium from a main concourse 
at ground level and descend into the seating bowl. The stadium 
will have a press box and entertainment area on the south side, 
a scoreboard on the east side, concessions, restrooms and other 
typical stadium amenities and will have beautiful views to the 
east over a large wetland. The stadium will have an artificial turf 
playing field. Similarly-sized stadiums include stadiums at the 
campuses of Eden Prairie High School, Minnetonka High School, 
The University of St. Thomas and Macalester College. 

B. Future Phases. 

Please see the Design Guidelines for a more detailed description of the 
Future Phases. The Future Phases and Vikings’ Headquarters will 
complement each other. Future Phases are market dependent and we 
estimate it may take up to 15 years to fully develop the Site. Therefore, the 
plans for Future Phases and certain Site infrastructure improvements that 
support them are preliminary. 

We are optimistic, however, that development of the Future Phases will 
proceed on a more accelerated timeline. This optimism is supported by the 
current market, which is steady, if not strong, and the power of the Vikings’ 
Headquarters as the anchor tenant of the Project to attract potential users, 
retailers, guests and residents to the Project. 

In the AUAR, we analyzed three development scenarios for environmental 
impacts. Scenario 1 is the density and type of development the 
Comprehensive Plan currently permits. It consists simply of 1,889,000 
square feet of office development spread ratably over time. The AUAR rules 
require the analysis of a Scenario 1 development, but Scenario 1 does not 
represent our vision for the Site. Therefore, we analyzed two additional 
scenarios, Scenario 2 and Scenario 3, which correspond with our vision. 

Scenario 2 described in the chart below is our realistic vision for the Site as 
of today. It is what we think we can build over time. Scenario 3 is our 
“maximum build” scenario and, for AUAR purposes, represents the 
development scenario that has the most potential environmental impacts. 
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Market forces will dictate the actual type and density of Future Phase 
development. As of today, Scenarios 2 and 3 represent our best estimates of 
development density and type. 

The timing of Future Phases (Phases II-IV below) is also our best estimate. 
We are looking forward 15 years and, for simplicity, break the Future Phases 
into 5 year development increments. Multiple developments may occur as 
subphases within those time periods and we assume that development will 
occur somewhat ratably over time. The following chart represents how 
development might proceed. The second chart represents density ranges for 
each use by District without regard to timing. 

FUTURE PHASE TIMING CHART 

 
PHASE 

 
USE 

DENSITY/UNITS 
SCENARIO 2 

DENSITY/UNITS 
SCENARIO 3 

ESTIMATED 
TIMING 

I Office   240,0001    240,0001 2016-2018 

 IPF   100,0002    100,0002  

 Stadium    84,0003      95,0003  

 SUBTOTAL I  424,000    435,000  

     

II Hotel    80,400/120    120,000/200 2016-2021 

 MF Residential4   196,880/164    235,053/196  

 Hotel/CC   190,000/200    285,000/300  

 Office/Med5     60,000       60,000  

    120,000     120,000  

    254,000     254,000  

 SUBTOTAL II  901,280 1,074,053  

     

III MF Residential   264,900/220    316,251/263 2021-2026 

    282,830/235    337,662/281  
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PHASE 

 
USE 

DENSITY/UNITS 
SCENARIO 2 

DENSITY/UNITS 
SCENARIO 3 

ESTIMATED 
TIMING 

 Retail   155,600    160,000  

 Office/Med      50,0006      60,0006  

       40,000      40,000  

     254,000     254,000  

 SUBTOTAL III 1,047,330 1,167,913  

     

IV MF Residential    235,390/196    281,034/234 2026-2030 

 Office/Med    252,000    292,000  

 SUBTOTAL IV   487,390    573,034  

     

TOTALS 

Office 

IPF 

Stadium 

MF Res. 

Hotel/CC 

Retail 

 1,270,0007 

    100,000 

      84,000 

    980,000/816 

    270,400/320 

    155,600 
______________ 
 
2,860,000 

 1,320,0007 

    100,000 

      95,000 

 1,170,000/975 

    405,000/500 

    160,000 
______________ 

3,250,000 

 

Notes: 

1 Currently planned at 165,000 sf, expandable to 240,000 sf. 

2 Currently planned at 91,000 sf. 

3 84,000 sf assumes 8,000 seats; 95,000 sf assumes 10,000 seats.    
  5,000-6,000 seats are currently planned. 

4 Unit numbers are estimated based on 1200 sf/unit. Unit sizes may 
      vary, depending on market conditions. 
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5 Combination of standard suburban office and potentially suburban  
  medical office/clinic (non-hospital). The multiple entries are potential  
  subphases. 

6 Possibly office above retail. 

7 Includes Vikings’ Headquarters office building.  

DENSITY CHART BY DISTRICT 

DISTRICT USE DENSITY RANGES1 

1 Office/Med Office 
Hotel 
Retail 

72,000 – 120,00 sf 
60,000 – 120,000 sf (100 – 200 rooms) 
0 – 40,000 sf 

2 MF Residential 0 - 210,000 sf (0 – 175 units) 

3 Office/Med Office 
IPF 
Stadium 

165,00 – 240,000 sf 
100,000 sf 
84,000 – 95,000 sf (6,000 – 10,000 seats) 

4 Office/Med Office 
Hotel/Conference 
Center 

226,380 – 240,000 sf 
190,000 – 285,000 sf (200 – 300 rooms) 

5 MF Residential 
Retail 

660,000 – 870,000 sf (550 – 725 units) 
0 – 20,000 sf 

6 MF Residential 300,000 sf (250 units) 

7 Retail 
Hotel 
Office/Med Office 

100,000 – 160,000 sf 
60,000 – 120,000 sf (100 – 200 rooms) 
720,000 – 781,620 sf 

Notes: 

1The previous chart describes maximum densities for all uses (Scenario 3). 
We propose to develop these uses within the density ranges described in this 
Chart up to the Scenario 3 maximum density for each use.  For example, if 
we build 40,000 sf of retail in District 1, we must reduce maximum retail 
density in Districts 5 and/or 7 by 40,000 sf in the aggregate so that our 
maximum retail density within the project does not exceed 160,000 sf as 
described in Scenario 3. 
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The Site features rolling topography and abundant natural amenities, 
including wooded areas and wetlands. The Site is also served by significantly 
underutilized infrastructure that was constructed in anticipation of additional 
office development on the Site. The Project and its proposed mix of uses will 
fully utilize this infrastructure investment; supplement, expand and add 
value to surrounding land uses; and serve Eagan residents and other east 
metro communities. At this location, each of the proposed uses will thrive 
standing alone. When these uses are combined, added to nearby land uses 
(existing and proposed) and include the Minnesota Vikings as the 
centerpiece, the Project will blossom. 

By mixing land uses, the Project improves upon currently permitted land 
uses in spite of its potentially greater overall density. The current 
Comprehensive Plan guidance and zoning permits nearly 1,900,000 square 
feet of office development on the Site. However, large scale “office only” 
development significantly burdens the traffic system at peak business hour 
travel times and leaves a sea of open, unused parking spaces during non-
business hours, contrary to the City’s aspirations as described in its 
Comprehensive Plan. 

The City’s Comprehensive Plan is framed around three key principles to 
guide development in Eagan: sustainability, active living and connectivity. To 
implement these principles, the City has developed strategies such as 
developing a more sustainable land use and transportation pattern, reducing 
impervious coverage and managing storm water, creating compact and 
mixed-use neighborhoods and connecting trails and public spaces. 

The Project will better utilize the Site than would the development permitted 
at the Site by current Comprehensive Plan guidance and zoning. More 
importantly, the Project helps the City achieve its Comprehensive Plan goals 
by implementing the City’s stated strategies. Specifically, the Project will 
promote more sustainable land use and transportation patterns by mixing 
uses and adding new transportation and other infrastructure. The Project will 
reduce impervious coverage from what is currently permitted by the 
Comprehensive Plan by preserving open space with parkland and open field 
areas, designing and implementing more efficient parking strategies and 
managing storm water though a site-wide storm water management plan as 
described in the Design Guidelines and shown in the Preliminary Plans for 
the Project. The Project will create a more compact, mixed-use 
neighborhood that respects the Site’s natural amenities and better utilizes 
the land area. Finally, with its proposed open space and trail plan that will 
form a network within the Site and provide connection points to regional 

V. COMPATIBILITY OF THE PROJECT 
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trails, the Project will connect this border Site with other public spaces and 
the heart of Eagan. 

A. Compatibility of Proposed Uses with Surrounding Uses. 

1. Office/Medical Office. 

The office/medical office uses in the Project are compatible with 
current land uses surrounding the Site and are currently permitted 
uses. If all Future Phases are developed, the Project will have less 
office density than the currently permitted office density. The overall 
mix of uses in the Project permits the development of additional 
density on the Site without overburdening the Site and the Project’s 
proposed mix of uses will complement and support each other as well 
as surrounding land uses and the surrounding under-served area. 

The Vikings’ Headquarters creates a market opportunity to create a 
medical office complex as part of the Project. The medical office 
development market remains active and the proposed medical office 
developments perfectly complement the Vikings’ need for medical 
support services for players and provides a potential community asset. 

2. Retail. 

The proposed retail uses will serve the Project’s neighbors and 
proposed Project uses. The surrounding area is under-served by 
“neighborhood” style retail centers the Project will provide and the 
proposed size and types of retail uses in the Project will not negatively 
impact existing retail centers in Eagan and surrounding communities. 
The proposed retail uses are not intended to be “destination” retail 
uses like an outlet mall or regional shopping center. Instead, the 
proposed retail uses, which will likely include restaurants, will be an 
amenity that serves other Project uses and the neighborhood within a 
five-mile radius of the Project. 

3. Hospitality. 

We plan two hotels and up to a 240,000 square foot conference center 
as part of the Project that will complement the Vikings’ Headquarters 
and support existing nearby land uses and other land uses proposed 
within the Project and in the region. Again, the Vikings’ Headquarters 
will create a market opportunity that cannot exist elsewhere, as does 
the Site’s proximity to the Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport. 
The Vikings need hotel rooms to temporarily house players and 
prospective players, as well as visiting guests; therefore, the planned 
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hotels will complement the Vikings’ Headquarters. The conference 
center responds to a market need in the Twin Cities and will allow 
corporate and other retreats to take place at the Project.  

4. Residential. 

Proposed multifamily residential uses are a critical Project asset that 
will turn the Project into a true “live, work, play” environment and 
support the retail uses in the Project. The Site is located within the 
Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport Buffer Zone; therefore, we 
are planning higher density multifamily residential buildings that will 
meet the performance standards for interior noise reduction identified 
in the City Code. Residents will be able to enjoy the many Project 
amenities and the natural amenities of the Site, including the 20+ 
acres of natural wetlands we are preserving on the Site, the trail 
system we intend to construct and the open space we intend to 
preserve within the Project. These amenities will outweigh any 
potential noise disadvantages (TAB 7). Additionally, the Site’s 
proximity to the planned Mendota-Lebanon Hills Greenway, other 
regional trail connections, I-494 and TH-55, the airport and both 
downtowns make the Site an ideal place to live. Finally, we will work 
with the Metropolitan Council and the Minnesota Valley Transit 
Authority to enhance Site transit options for the benefit of Project 
residents and visitors and reduce traffic. 

5. Vikings’ Headquarters. 

The Vikings’ Headquarters is the cornerstone of the Project and 
development of the Future Phases. The Vikings will make the Project 
an international destination and will attract tenants, users, residents 
and guests. The outdoor fields and other training facilities satisfy a 
critical need for the Vikings and the stadium will host many public and 
civic athletic and other events. The Vikings are building the stadium as 
a team and community asset. It will be a unique entertainment venue 
that may host “Friday Night Lights” type high school football, soccer 
and lacrosse “Games of the Week” potentially televised by the Vikings 
Entertainment Network and provide an unparalleled event experience 
in a more intimate setting than events in larger venues. In exchange 
for certain parkland dedication fee considerations from the City in 
connection with the development of the Vikings’ Headquarters, the 
Vikings are developing a stadium use plan that will be memorialized 
with the City and will define the community’s stadium use rights. 
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B. Compatibility with the Environment. 

We have devoted considerable efforts since presenting the Concept Plan to 
minimize environmental impacts and make the Project more compatible with 
and better connected to existing natural amenities on the Site. Please refer 
to the Design Guidelines for more detailed information on our commitment 
to achieving these goals. 

1. Wetlands. 

We have incorporated nearly all of the Site’s 23.54 acres of wetland 
into the Project as a Project amenity and have modified the Concept 
Plan to create the proposed Master Plan that reduces wetland impacts. 
Two small, unclassified wetlands (Wetlands “D” and “E” on TAB 8) 
cannot be avoided and must be eliminated as part of the Vikings’ 
Headquarters development. We will mitigate these wetland impacts as 
required by Minnesota law on-site by expanding other wetlands or by 
utilizing wetland banking. An additional wetland that is south of 
Northwest Parkway (Wetland “K” on TAB 8), a Priority “A” wetland, 
will also be eliminated. Therefore, we will be eliminating approximately 
0.77 acres of wetland as part of the Vikings’ Headquarters 
development (Wetlands “D,” “E” and “K”) and will mitigate these 
impacts on a 2:1 ratio as required by law. We will endeavor to avoid 
additional wetland impacts in connection with Future Phase 
development and anticipate that future wetland impacts, if any, will 
not exceed 1.73 acres. 

2. Trees. 

The Site features many beautiful trees that we desire to preserve as a 
Site amenity. The Concept Plan initially located the hotel and 
conference center development in the middle of a dense grove of trees 
in the Northwest part of the Site. To preserve more of these trees, we 
moved the proposed hotel and conference center development to the 
Northeast corner of the Site and will instead develop less intensive 
multifamily residential uses on the former hotel/conference center part 
of the Site. Additionally, we will develop the Project in accordance with 
Eagan’s Tree Preservation Ordinance and will adopt a Project-wide (not 
phase-by-phase) tree preservation plan. The tree preservation plan is 
described and illustrated in detail in the Design Guidelines. 

3. Stadium Light and Noise. 

The stadium will have certain light and noise characteristics, but with 
our Concept Plan modifications we have mitigated, and, with 
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thoughtful design we will further mitigate, these impacts. First, to take 
advantage of the Site’s natural topography, the opportunities to 
provide wetland views from stadium seats and to make pedestrian 
access to the stadium from parking areas on the Site more convenient, 
we modified the Concept Plan by moving the stadium from O’Neill 
Drive on the North side of the Site to the location on Northwest 
Parkway shown on the Master Plan (TAB 3). This had the additional 
positive effect of better utilizing Site topography and shielding 
residential areas on O’Neill Drive and north of I-494 from light and 
noise impacts -- the stadium is now located in a topographically 
depressed area and is blocked to the North by the Vikings’ 
Headquarters office building and the IPF. Second, stadium lighting and 
sound fixtures will be designed to minimize light and noise impacts to 
surrounding areas, including residential areas developed within the 
Project, and stadium events will comply with City noise ordinances.  

4. Open Spaces and Trails. 

The location of the Site’s many wetlands present a unique design 
opportunity to connect them in a linear fashion with a trail system that 
encircles the wetlands and travels between areas within the Project 
that we intend to preserve as permanent open spaces. This will allow 
the trails and all open spaces to be easily accessed by residents and 
tenants and, as described below, the general public. This linear park 
system is described in greater detail in the Design Guidelines, but a 
depiction of this system is attached at TAB 7. 

The permanent open space will be networked by up to 29,945 lineal 
feet of sidewalks and 16,565 lineal feet of trails. Proposed plantings 
are described in the Design Guidelines. The open space and trail plan 
achieves the City's goals, as expressed in its March 8, 2016 Park 
System Master Plan Update, to provide year round healthy living 
opportunities such as active and passive recreation facilities by 
supporting trails, sidewalks and bikeways for recreation and 
transportation. In particular, our plan will minimize the environmental 
impacts of park facilities and maintenance activities, which is one of 
the City’s stated goals and policies. 

The proposed trails will be approximately 10 foot wide, two way trails 
for bicyclists and pedestrians. We intend to border each street that is 
developed within the Project with trails or sidewalks on each side and 
to network these trails and sidewalks within the Site. As the trail plan 
shows, there will be connection points to the planned Mendota-
Lebanon Hills Greenway to the East to connect the Site to the 
Mississippi and Minnesota Rivers and points beyond, as well as 
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connection points to regional trails West of the Site on Dodd Road. 
These trails will connect a Site that has been, for its history, 
disconnected from the heart of Eagan. 

Because of security concerns for players and coaches, we do not 
propose to develop an open space and trail network on the Vikings 
Parcel. We intend to construct a trail around Wetland F that will be 
secure (TAB 7). The Vikings’ parkland dedication as part of the 
Vikings’ Headquarters is proposed to be stadium use rights for the 
community. 

The open space and trail system will be preserved and constructed in 
phases at the time each Future Phase of the Project is developed. The 
plans for Future Phases and the location of buildings may shift; 
therefore, the specific design, location and ultimate acreage of 
preserved open spaces and trails will require flexibility. Nevertheless, 
we view these open spaces and trails as critical components of the 
Project and as a necessary Project amenity for residents, tenants and 
guests. 

C. Infrastructure Compatibility. 

1. Water and Irrigation. 

The outdoor fields and stadium have substantial irrigation needs. To 
meet these needs, the Vikings will rely on city water and well irrigation 
and will explore opportunities to conserve water by rainwater 
harvesting from the Vikings Parcel and recycling stormwater from 
stormwater ponds to supplement the Vikings’ water needs. The Vikings 
will need to obtain a permit to drill a well(s) and must comply with all 
Minnesota DNR requirements to secure a well permit, which might 
include a water appropriation study. The Vikings are making a 
significant investment in the playing fields and must protect this 
investment with an adequate and redundant water supply. 

2. Storm Water. 

Please see the Design Guidelines for a brief description of our storm 
water management plan. A more detailed description of our 
stormwater management plan is included with our Project Plans. 

3. Parking. 

Proposed parking within the Project is as follows: 
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a. Vikings’ Headquarters. We propose to construct a 74 
stall visitors parking lot, 254 stall staff parking lot and 169 stall 
player and coach parking lot to serve the Vikings’ Headquarters. 
The flexibility of PD zoning permits deviations from City Code 
parking requirements. In this case, given the specialized use of 
the Vikings’ Headquarters (such as the IPF and stadium) and the 
specialized uses within the office building, including the team 
locker room, training and other facilities, the auditorium that will 
be exclusively used by the team and the Vikings Entertainment 
Network studios, that require significant space but do not 
intensely utilize that space, deviation from City Code parking 
requirements is appropriate for the Vikings’ Headquarters. 

b. Future Phase Office/Medical Office. We plan to park 
these uses at a 5 spaces per 1000 square feet ratio. 

c. Future Phase Residential. We propose to park these 
uses at a 1.5 space per residence ratio. We believe that this 
parking ratio is consistent with the market we anticipate serving 
with Future Phase residential development. As further described 
in the Design Guidelines, we intend to cover at least 50% of 
these stalls with underground or attached parking. 

d. Future Phase Retail. We plan to park these uses at a 
5 spaces per 1000 square feet ratio. 

e. Future Phase Hospitality. We plan to park these uses 
at a 1 car per room ratio for the non-conference center hotel and 
a 2 cars per room ratio for the conference center hotel. 

f. Total Parking Spaces at Full Buildout. Approximately 
7,313 spaces. 

g. Stadium Event Parking. Our stadium event parking 
plan is described in Section VII of this Project Narrative. 

 
4. Sanitary Sewer. 

Wastewater is conveyed from the Site to a Metropolitan Council 
Environmental Service (“MCES”) interceptor and eventually to the 
MCES Seneca Wastewater Treatment Facility. Trunk sanitary sewer 
service is shown at TAB 9, along with potential impacts to this system 
in connection with Future Phases. Sewer design was based on the 
existing Comprehensive Plan, which estimated sewer flows based on 
the “SA/MO” guidance designation. The Vikings’ Headquarters will not 
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result in higher estimated sewer flows, but, at some point, the 
development of Future Phases will result in higher than estimated 
sewer flows from the Site. 

 
When Future Phase development causes sewer flows to exceed current 
capacity, underperforming sewer lines will need to be replaced. We 
propose that the City monitor these sewer flows to determine when 
replacement is needed in connection with Future Phase development. 
This will permit any necessary sewer line replacement to be tailored to 
actual sewer flows being observed at that time. 
 
5. Roads and Traffic. 

Existing road infrastructure was built to support the office development 
uses permitted under the current Comprehensive Plan as those uses 
were developed. Existing road infrastructure efficiently supported 
Northwest's/Delta's use of the existing 548,000 square feet of vacant 
office space for over 30 years. 

With the Project's mix of uses, new on-site traffic infrastructure 
proposed as part of the Project will support the Project's density and 
uses. Specifically, the Project will require rebuilding and reconfiguring 
Northwest Parkway from its current winding two-lane configuration to 
a new, straighter five-lane (including turn areas) configuration with a 
20 foot wide landscaped median and sidewalks or trails on each side 
(TAB 10). We will dedicate 100 feet of right-of-way for the new 
Northwest Parkway (which will be renamed) from Lone Oak Road to 
Ames Crossing Road. To avoid the pinch point between Wetlands F and 
G, the new road will shrink to three lanes through the pinch point to 
Ames Crossing Road. We propose that this new road be bookended 
with roundabouts, which will create an opportunity for striking eastern 
and western entryways to the Project that will be landscaped and 
branded for the Project. This new road will include a new 16” 
watermain and a new 8” sanitary sewer line. 

Future Plans will require additional public roads to establish additional 
connections between Northwest Parkway, Lone Oak Road and Ames 
Crossing Road (TAB 3). This will enhance Site circulation as Future 
Phases are developed. The location and design of these roads is 
preliminary and they will be designed and platted at the time Future 
Phases are developed. TAB 3 also shows proposed locations of 
additional road infrastructure that we will likely designate as private 
roads. 
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The TIS demonstrates that current land uses in the area require (i) 
that minor signal timing adjustments be made at certain off-site 
intersections and (ii) Dakota County’s construction of planned 
improvements at the TH-55/Argenta Trail intersection (which 
intersection currently operates at LOS E) for these intersections to 
perform at LOS D; therefore, the Vikings’ Headquarters will not 
generate a need for any off-site traffic improvements. However, as 
development of Future Phases progresses and is combined with 
planned development in other parts of the southeast metro and 
anticipated population growth, the performance of certain off-site 
intersections identified in the TIS will fall below LOS D. The Project will 
contribute to, but will not cause, underperformance at these 
intersections. The TIS recommends that a traffic monitoring program 
be implemented to monitor traffic at these intersections as 
development in the area progresses. 

However, it is important to note that the performance of these off-site 
intersections would fall below LOS D if development were to progress 
as contemplated by the current Comprehensive Plan. In fact, as 
described in detail in the TIS, the performance of these intersections 
will deteriorate even if there is no additional development on the Site. 
This is caused by anticipated population growth and anticipated 
development volume on other sites that rely on these intersections. 

Therefore, although full buildout of the Project will contribute to offsite 
intersection performance deterioration over time, the Project’s density 
does not alone cause this deterioration. The Project's mix of uses, with 
their differing peak traffic time characteristics, better disperses traffic 
over existing traffic infrastructure than would the anticipated office-
only density permitted by the current Comprehensive Plan. 

We propose an annual traffic monitoring program at defined locations 
to evaluate changes in traffic patterns across the area, including the 
Site, to define the Project’s contribution to regional traffic and to 
identify the timing and scope of required infrastructure improvements. 
We also note that there is an opportunity to provide signage to divert 
traffic from TH-55 to Argenta Trail at the TH-55/Argenta Trail 
intersection. If, at full buildout of the Project, 25% of traffic to the Site 
is diverted at this location, traffic volumes throughout the TH-55/Dodd 
Road corridors would be reduced and traffic conditions along this 
corridor will operate more acceptably. 
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D. Conclusion. 

By mixing uses on the Site, served by new roads, trails, and other 
sustainable infrastructure, preserving open spaces that expand wetland 
buffers and create spaces to exercise and play, and creating a trail network 
within the Project and connection points to regional trails, we are helping the 
Site realize its true potential and promoting the City’s goals and strategies 
as expressed in its Comprehensive Plan. The Project demonstrates how, with 
careful planning and a commitment to environmental stewardship, an 
integrated, phased development project with a diverse mix of uses that vary 
in intensity can better utilize land area, more efficiently utilize Site 
infrastructure investments and better complement its environment than can 
piecemeal development of a single land use. Therefore, we believe the 
Project improves upon currently permitted land uses and is compatible with 
surrounding land uses, the environment and, with additional future 
improvements when necessary, Site infrastructure. 

 

A. Existing Conditions. 

The Site is currently part of three subdivisions as shown in the surveys 
included with the Application: 

1. Delta Parcel. 

a. Lone Oak 2nd Addition (Lot 1, Block 1 and Outlot B). 

b. Lone Oak 3rd Addition (Lot 1, Block 1 and Outlots A, 
B and C). 

2. Eagan Heights Parcel. Outlot A, Novus Addition, together with a 
small metes and bounds parcel. 

B. Proposed Subdivision.  

We propose to replace the existing subdivisions and vacate all easements 
shown on the existing plats and re-subdivide the Site as shown in the 
Preliminary Plat that we submitted with our Application (“Proposed 
Subdivision”) (TAB 11). We intend to further subdivide the areas upon 
which the Future Phases will be developed at the time those phases are 
developed. 

  

VI. SUBDIVISION 
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C. Dedications.  

1. Northwest Parkway. 

As previously described, the Proposed Subdivision dedicates 100 feet 
of right-of-way for Northwest Parkway to support construction of the 
new, reconfigured Northwest Parkway, as shown on the Preliminary 
Plat (TAB 11).  

2. Other Roads. 

We plan to dedicate additional rights-of-way for new public roads 
necessary to serve Future Phases at the time of Future Phase 
development (TAB 3). 

3. Open Space and Trails. 

As previously described, we plan to preserve open space and trail land 
in connection with Future Phase development (TAB 7). 

 

The Vikings’ Headquarters is unique. It will be unlike any other development 
in the Twin Cities. There are only 32 cities in the country that can be the 
home of a National Football League franchise. Eagan has an opportunity to 
become one of these cities and the Vikings’ Headquarters will make it 
happen. It cannot look like any other typical suburban development. It must 
look and feel like the unique destination it will become. 

Unique developments have unique needs. Planned development zoning 
provides the City and developers with the flexibility to address unique needs 
while maintaining necessary land use controls. For this reason and to help us 
provide to the community the public benefits Section VIII describes, we 
request certain considerations from the City to make this mutually beneficial 
Project a reality, including the following: 

A. Signage and Branding.  

Signage and branding are critical considerations for us, as follows: 

1. Naming Rights Partner Signage and Branding Rights.  

The Vikings intend to partner with a “Naming Rights Partner(s)” 
(including various sponsorship partners that may be engaged as part 
of the Vikings’ Headquarters or business operations of the Vikings) in a 
manner that will provide the Vikings, Naming Rights Partner(s) and 

VII. REQUESTS/PROJECT DEVIATIONS 
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other sponsors with certain signage and branding rights with respect 
to the Vikings’ Headquarters. The Naming Rights Partner(s) and 
sponsors may or may not occupy space within the Vikings’ 
Headquarters. The City, Vikings and the Naming Rights Partner(s) and 
sponsors will cooperatively develop appropriate signage and branding 
for the Vikings, Naming Rights Partner(s) and sponsors. Our proposed 
Signage Plan is described in detail in the Design Guidelines. 

2. IPF Illumination.  

As described in greater detail in the Design Guidelines, we desire to 
illuminate the exterior of the IPF with moving video images to make 
the IPF an attraction. We are not proposing to utilize this lighting and 
animation for advertising purposes (any electronic advertising will 
comply with applicable requirements). In the Design Guidelines, we 
depict the Sydney Opera House with projected graphic images on its 
exterior as an example. Another local example is the top of the Target 
Building in downtown Minneapolis. We are considering using the IPF in 
a similar way—it has a large exterior surface onto which we may 
project lighting and moving images. We are asking that the City permit 
us to do so if we choose. We believe this will be an amenity to the 
Vikings’ Headquarters and the Project and will function as public art. 

3. Roof Signage. 

We propose to install signage and branding on the roof of the IPF so 
that airplane passengers can identify the Vikings’ Headquarters. 

4. Road Re-naming. 

We propose to re-name Northwest Parkway and potentially other 
surrounding roads with names celebrating the Vikings’ history that are 
to be determined. 

B. Stadium Event Parking and Traffic Considerations. 

Events will be sporadic, but large stadium events will cause traffic and 
parking needs. We do not plan to construct dedicated parking or traffic 
infrastructure to specifically serve sporadic stadium events. Instead, we 
propose to manage event parking with a multi-tiered approach, as follows: 

1. Introduction. 

As previously described, we intend to construct, as part of the Vikings’ 
Headquarters, a stadium similar in size to a large high school or small 
collegiate football stadium. Examples of similarly-sized stadiums 
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include stadiums located on the campuses of Eden Prairie High School, 
Minnetonka High School, The University of St. Thomas and Macalester 
College. 

The stadium will initially seat 5,000-6,000 fans but it will be 
constructed to permit future expansion to 10,000 seats. The stadium 
will primarily be used to host athletic events, such as youth, high 
school and perhaps college football, soccer, lacrosse and other athletic 
events. Most of these events will be hosted on weeknights after normal 
business hours and on weekends when area roads are underutilized. 
We estimate that the stadium will host approximately 20-30 events 
per year (not including youth activities and events). The foundation of 
this plan is that there are areas that are currently available or can be 
made available for parking and that fans will find their way, as 
currently demonstrated at local high schools, urban colleges like 
Macalester and The University of St. Thomas and even at larger 
venues like the Xcel Energy Center. 

2. Parking Plan. 

a. Required Parking. According to the TIS, traffic 
engineers assume that vehicles travelling to stadium events will 
have between 2.5 and 3 passengers per vehicle. The TIS 
analysis averages these two numbers to model stadium event 
traffic and parking, so our event parking (and traffic) plan will 
also use 2.75 persons per vehicle as the appropriate metric to 
calculate event parking (and traffic) requirements. Using this 
metric, a 6,000 person event will require 2,182 parking spaces 
and a 10,000 person event will require 3,637 parking spaces.  

b. Pre-Future Phase Development. There are 
approximately 1760 parking spaces that currently serve the two 
former Delta Airlines buildings located on the Site. When 
Northwest Parkway is re-built and reconfigured at the time of 
Vikings’ Headquarters construction, approximately 1,385 parking 
spaces will remain. These spaces will be used for stadium event 
parking. If additional parking is necessary, we expect that fans 
will park on public streets, including within each lane that is 
adjacent to the curbs on Northwest Parkway, O’Neill Drive and 
other public streets to provide additional parking. We estimate 
that these roads can supply up to 1000 parking spaces. 
Pedestrians will then walk or, if necessary, be shuttled, to the 
stadium. 
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c. Future Phases. If we impact existing parking with 
development of a Future Phase, we will build parking to serve 
that phase and, if the Future Phase is developed for office use 
purposes, we will put in place an easement or other agreement 
that will permit parking for stadium events on such Future 
Phase. Stadium parking will not be permitted in residential, retail 
or hotel parking areas. If, under our maximum build scenario, 
we develop 1,000,000 square feet of office space on the Site, we 
anticipate providing 5,000 parking spaces to serve the office 
buildings. These spaces will be available for stadium event 
parking on weeknights and weekends and will fully satisfy all 
parking needs, even if the stadium is expanded to 10,000 seats. 
Again, any overflow parking will take place on public streets. 

d. Additional Alternatives. We will also approach 
neighboring businesses for permission to use their parking lots 
for stadium event parking, at our or the stadium user’s expense. 
We are also considering providing shuttle service for fans from 
off-site parking areas to the stadium. We expect that local 
businesses may, without an agreement with us, permit fans to 
park in their parking lots for a fee, similar to event parking at 
Xcel Energy Center and other entertainment venues. A sea of 
parking options surround and exist near the Site; we will 
endeavor to put them to good use for stadium parking purposes. 

e. Pedestrian Safety. A significant amount of event 
parking will be located south of Northwest Parkway. Therefore, 
we designed Northwest Parkway to include a 20 foot wide 
median that will be landscaped in a manner to encourage 
pedestrians to cross Northwest Parkway in designated areas. 
Additionally, we may request that the City temporarily close 
Northwest Parkway at specified locations for events to permit 
unobstructed pedestrian access across Northwest Parkway. The 
stadium’s design includes a plaza at the stadium’s main entrance 
that invites fans to cross Northwest Parkway and enter the 
stadium at that and no other location. Pedestrian crossing areas 
will be clearly marked and sidewalks and landscaping on both 
sides of Northwest Parkway will lead fans to recommended 
pedestrian crossing areas. The median will permit pedestrians to 
stop for passing traffic before completing a Northwest Parkway 
crossing. Crossing guards will be available for safety during 
significant stadium events. 
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f. Event Traffic Plan. Stadium events will produce 
traffic, primarily during non-peak hours (weeknights and 
weekends). For event conditions, an event traffic management 
plan (“TMP”) will be implemented. The TMP may include a 
combination of turn restrictions, counter-flow operations, traffic 
signal overrides, supplemented static and dynamic signage and 
event management staff to override operations at some 
intersections, if necessary. We will work cooperatively with the 
City to develop a reasonable TMP and event parking plan and 
intend to incorporate such plans into a Development Agreement 
with the City. 

C. Other Conditional Uses. 

The Vikings desire to sell wine and beer at certain stadium events. We also 
request that the City permit liquor sales in any restaurant or hospitality use 
within the Project. Finally, we anticipate having space within the Project for 
(i) coffee shop or similar uses that may require a drive-thru and (ii) daycare 
uses that may require an outdoor play area for children. We request that the 
City approve such uses within the Project. 

D. Dirt Stockpiling. 

To make the Vikings’ Headquarters development feasible, we must remove 
dirt from the Vikings Parcel and use it as fill on other parts of the Site. We 
request the City’s permission to stockpile dirt on the Site, if necessary, in 
locations to be determined, subject to all applicable requirements. 

E. Irrigation. 

The outdoor football fields require daily irrigation. We request that the City 
agree to waive odd-even watering restrictions with respect to the outdoor 
football fields only. We will comply with the City’s odd-even watering 
restrictions with respect to typical landscape and other irrigation. 

F. Parking Space Widths. 

City Code requires 10 foot wide parking spaces. We intend to provide 9 foot 
wide parking spaces throughout the Project. This is reasonable given the size 
of today’s vehicles and it will permit more efficient stadium event parking 
and reduce the size of impervious parking areas that are necessary to 
support Project uses. We understand that the City has granted this 
consideration to other developers. 
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G. O’Neill Drive. 

We may desire at a future time to convert O’Neill Drive from Ames Crossing 
Road to its westerly termination from a public road to a private road, subject 
to compliance with all applicable state and local requirements for vacating 
public roads and entering into an appropriate agreement with the owners of 
the residences at the Westerly termination of O’Neill Drive and with Living 
Well. 

H. Access Eagan. 

We request that the City extend Access Eagan high-speed fiber to the 
Project at the City’s cost to a location or locations to be determined. 

I. Vikings’ Headquarters Security Considerations. 

The Vikings require that the Vikings’ Headquarters be a secure environment 
for players, coaches and staff. Therefore, as previously described in this 
Project Narrative, we will not preserve public open space or provide public 
trails within the Vikings Parcel. The Vikings will also restrict public access to 
player, coach and staff parking areas and the buildings on the Vikings Parcel 
and will distinguish the Vikings Parcel from the remainder of the Site with 
fencing. 

J. Other Considerations.  

We may request other considerations as we proceed through the 
development process with the City. 

 

The Project’s public benefits outweigh any burden imposed by our requests 
in Section VII. The City of Eagan has a unique opportunity to become the 
“Headquarters of the Vikings.” Additionally, the Project will transform a 
beautiful, but underutilized, underserved and underdeveloped area of Eagan 
into a thriving mix of multiple uses that complement each other and 
together create a true “live, work, play” environment that is sustainable and 
better connected to the region and to Eagan.  Also, as previously described, 
the Project is consistent with, and helps the City achieve, its long-term 
development goals as described in the City’s Comprehensive Plan.  There are 
more specific and quantifiable benefits to the City, County and surrounding 
area as well, including the following: 

• New temporary and permanent jobs in the community. The Vikings 
will bring approximately 175 employees from three other locations 

VIII. PUBLIC BENEFITS 
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to the Vikings’ Headquarters, excluding players. At a ratio of 1 
employee for every 300 square feet of space (excluding residential 
space), the Project could provide approximately 6,700 new 
permanent jobs in Eagan in addition to the temporary construction 
jobs the Project will provide. 

• Intangible, but valuable, public relations and marketing value to 
Eagan and the right to call itself the “Home of the Vikings’ 
Headquarters.” Local and national broadcasts from the Vikings’ 
Headquarters will often identify their location in Eagan, Minnesota. 

• Increased tourism to Eagan and its corresponding economic impacts 
to Eagan and area businesses. 

• New public infrastructure – roads, trails, open space and utilities as 
described in this Project Narrative. 

• Increased real estate taxes from development of the Vikings’ 
Headquarters, the remainder of the Project and assumed increases 
in the values of surrounding properties.  Current real estate taxes 
from the Site are approximately $397,017.  We estimate that real 
estate taxes produced by the Project at full buildout will increase 
significantly to multi-millions of dollars annually. 

• The Minnesota Vikings as the centerpiece of the Project and the 
Vikings’ Headquarters as the “anchor tenant” that will help the 
Project succeed. 

• The stadium that will be built by the Vikings and made available for 
public use. In addition to the possibility of “Games of the Week,” we 
have had conversations with the Minnesota State High School 
League about the possibility of hosting neutral site high school 
football, soccer and lacrosse sectional and other playoff games at 
the stadium. We also believe that the stadium will be a unique 
venue for collegiate events, such as regional tournaments and other 
NCAA events. Outdoor hockey is also a possibility at the stadium. 
These events will positively impact Eagan and the surrounding area 
and their hospitality, retail and other business sectors. 

• There will also be opportunities for the public to use one of the 
outdoor grass fields and the IPF at certain times as designated by 
the Vikings. These facilities are designed to be team facilities but 
the Vikings expect to permit some public use of these facilities 
similar to public uses the Vikings currently permit at its existing 
training facility. 
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• The Vikings Entertainment Network may televise certain stadium 
events. Additionally, the Vikings plan to use the Vikings 
Entertainment Network to support the team’s youth outreach 
strategies. Specifically, the Vikings would like to develop 
broadcasting training programs for kids that utilize the platform and 
facilities of the Vikings Entertainment Network. Imagine having 
local high school games broadcasted by the Vikings Entertainment 
Network with high school announcers trained by employees of the 
Vikings Entertainment Network calling the game. 

• The Vikings’ cheerleaders will train within the Vikings’ 
Headquarters. The Vikings are considering developing a dance and 
cheer academy for kids and the Project provides them with the 
opportunity to pursue this endeavor. 

• New trails and open space to serve as an amenity to the Project 
and the community in a linear park system that takes advantage of 
the Site’s natural amenities. 

 

The Site and Project are unique. When the Vikings’ current training facility 
opened in 1981, NFL team rosters consisted of 45 players and they were 
typically managed by 7 coaches. Today, 53 players comprise a final NFL 
roster and the practice squad adds an additional 10 players. In any given 
year, up to 100 players will be part of an NFL team’s roster at some point. 
All of these players are now managed by 24 coaches and supported by 
approximately 151 additional Vikings employees. The Vikings have outgrown 
their home of 35 years in Eden Prairie and desire to build a new, state-of-
the-art home in Eagan. 

The Proposers other than the Vikings are real estate developers who have 
the knowledge, experience and financial strength to make the Project a 
reality. The Site’s location, existing and proposed infrastructure, proximity to 
the airport and nearby amenities, together with a National Football League 
franchise as the centerpiece of the Project, combine to create an opportunity 
to develop an unparalleled destination in Eagan. 

Eagan has the rare opportunity to be the headquarters city of an NFL 
franchise. We have the rare opportunity to transform an underdeveloped 
Site into a unique international destination. We therefore request the City’s 
approval of our Application so that together we may take the next steps to 
make this mutually beneficial Project a reality. 

 

IX. CONCLUSION 
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